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Abstract

Background
To prevent people from relapsing into unhealthy habits, insight into predictors of relapse in physical
activity and dietary behavior is needed. Therefore, we aimed to explore predictors of relapse in physical
activity and dietary behavior from the perspectives of health practitioners and the key population (i.e.
adults who recently lost weight and experienced relapse).

Methods
We used concept mapping to collect data among �ve groups of health practitioners (N = 39) and three
key population groups (N = 21). First participants’ ideas on potential predictors were collected.
Subsequently, these ideas were individually sorted by relatedness and rated on importance. Concept
maps were created for each group using principal component analysis and cluster analysis.

Results
In total 43 predictors were identi�ed, of which the majority belonged to the individual domain compared
to the environmental domain. Although the majority of perceived predictors were mentioned by both
stakeholder groups, both groups had different opinions regarding the importance of predictors. Also, few
predictors were mentioned by all practitioner groups, but not by the key population, and vice versa.
Practitioners indicated change in daily structure, stress, lack of effective coping skills, habitual behavior,
and lack of self-e�cacy regarding losing weight as most important recurrent (i.e. mentioned in all
practitioner groups) predictors. The key population indicated lifestyle imbalance or experiencing a life
event, lack of perseverance, negative emotional state, abstinence violation effect, decrease in motivation
and indulgence as most important recurrent predictors.

Conclusions
Both stakeholder groups predominantly rated individual factors as most important perceived predictors
of relapse. The �nding that both groups differed in opinion regarding importance of predictors or
identi�ed different predictors, may provide an opportunity to enhance lifestyle coaching by ensuring it is
patient-centered and tailored.

Background
For people with obesity, weight loss starting from �ve percent of their body weight can already have
major health bene�ts, such as improved body composition and metabolic function (1). However,
maintaining weight loss by sustainable changes in physical activity and dietary behavior has proven to
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be challenging. On average, 30–35% of the lost weight is regained in the �rst year after weight loss, and
after this year weight gain generally continues (2). To maintain weight loss, relapse, i.e. a breakdown or
failure in a person's attempt to change and maintain their target behavior, has to be prevented (3). To
effectively prevent people from relapsing, insight into the predictors of relapse in physical activity and
dietary behavior is needed. Therefore, the current study aims to explore predictors of relapse in physical
activity and dietary behavior from the perspectives of two stakeholder groups: health practitioners who
supervise and coach adults in their process of weight loss and adults who recently lost weight and
experienced one or more relapses.

Insight into predictors of relapse is provided by theoretical models such as Marlatt’s Relapse Prevention
Model (RPM) (4) and the self-regulation theory (5). Although, the RPM was originally developed for
relapse prevention in drug abstinence, it has been successfully applied to a wide range of health
behaviors, including obesity (6, 7). According to the RPM, risk of relapse occurs when an individual enters
a so-called high-risk situation, i.e. any situation that poses a threat to the individual’s sense of control.
When someone lacks effective coping responses while entering the high-risk situation, a decrease in self-
e�cacy will occur and the probability of lapse, i.e. a slip or mistake, will arise. If this person also has
positive outcome expectancies towards the old habitual behavior, the chance of lapsing will increase
even more (3). Whether this �rst lapse is followed by a complete relapse depends on the individual’s
attribution of the cause of the lapse. A negative attribution of the cause is called the abstinence violation
effect: if the individual attributes the lapse to their own personal failure (e.g. guilt, shame) and to stable,
internal factors beyond their control (e.g. no willpower), the risk of relapse increases (3, 8).

According to the self-regulation theory, the abstinence violation effect is one of the possible lapse-
activated responses which contributes to self-regulation failure (9). Within this theory, lapse-activated
responses are described as a class of behaviors that emerge after an initial failure of self-regulation, a
lapse. These responses cause a minor breakdown in self-control, often activating factors that prevent the
reassertion of self-control, resulting in an acceleration of the breakdown. Often it is not the lapse itself,
but the subsequent breakdown in self-control that has the most severe results on behavioral maintenance
(9, 10).

Apart from theories, insight into predictors of relapse can be obtained from previous studies. The recent
literature review from Roordink et al. (11) on the predictors of lapse and relapse in physical activity and
dietary behavior, based on 41 prospective studies, found that for physical activity people with a lower
self-e�cacy, less behavioral processes of change (i.e. covert and overt activities to modify behavior), and
less self-regulation had a higher risk of relapsing (11). For dietary behavior, they found that people with
lower self-e�cacy had a higher risk of relapsing (11). However, the review also showed that there is still
insu�cient evidence for most predictors of relapse. An in-depth understanding of personal perspectives
on relapse after weight loss of key stakeholders such as adults attempting weight loss themselves and
health practitioners, is lacking in the current literature.
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Perspectives from these key stakeholders could provide new and important insights from daily practice
on predictors of relapse in physical activity and dietary behavior, which can inform future relapse
prevention interventions. Hence, we aimed to identify predictors of relapse in physical activity and dietary
behavior, from the perspective of health practitioners who coach individuals in their process of weight
loss and the perspective of individuals who have experienced relapses themselves, using concept
mapping. Concept mapping is a structured methodology combining qualitative and quantitative methods
to integrate group thought and perspectives about a particular topic, in order to yield a conceptual
framework (12). Concept mapping has been applied successfully in addressing complex issues in health
care (13).

Methods

Design
A concept mapping study was conducted with data collection between November 2017 and July 2018.
The following steps from the process of concept mapping (12, 14) were applied: 1. preparation, 2.
generation of statements, 3. structuring of statements, 4. representation of statements, and 5.
interpretation of maps, see Fig. 1.

[Figure 1. The concept mapping process. Adapted from “An introduction to concept mapping for program
planning and evaluation” by W. Trochim, 1989, Evaluation and Program Planning, 12, 1–16.]

Step 1. Preparation
Conceptualization is at its best when it includes a diversity of relevant people, to ensure that a variety of
viewpoints is considered (14). Therefore, our study included two stakeholder groups: 1. health
practitioners supervising and coaching adults in losing weight, and 2. key population, adults who recently
lost weight and experienced at least one relapse (determined by the key population itself). Within these
stakeholder groups, we aimed for a diverse sample, e.g. multiple professions and a demographically
heterogeneous key population. Inclusion criteria were: speaking Dutch and for the key population recently
(< one year) lost weight through behavioral change instead of a self-reported crash diet (i.e. consuming
minimal levels of food to lose a lot of weight in a short period of time) or bariatric surgery.

Per stakeholder group we aimed for four subgroups across the Netherlands, including 7–10 participants
per subgroup or until saturation was reached, which is in accordance with the concept mapping literature
(15). Health practitioners were recruited by a call for participation on LinkedIn, an online network for
professionals. Health practitioners had the possibility to sign up individually or with a group of
colleagues. The key population was recruited via multiple strategies: through health practitioners
participating in our study, a call for participation on social media (Facebook, LinkedIn), direct contact with
walking groups, and �yers at general practitioner practices, health centers and a university. Additionally,
we made use of our personal network and snowball sampling. Participants received a certi�cate of
participation (health practitioners only), a factsheet with the study �ndings, and a small �nancial
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compensation. After agreeing to participate, online informed consent was obtained. According to the
Dutch Medical Research Involving Human Subjects Act, our study did not require further evaluation by the
Research Ethics Review Committee.

Step 2. Generation of statements
One week before the on-site concept mapping session, in which a subgroup got together, each participant
received a link to an online questionnaire per email. The questionnaire was developed for this study and
contained questions on age, sex, educational level, and profession (health practitioners only), see
Supplementary �le 1. Based on the standard classi�cation of the Central Bureau of Statistics Netherlands
(CBS), educational level was categorized into three levels: low level of education (primary education and
lower general secondary education), middle level of education (higher general secondary education, pre-
university education, and secondary vocational education), and high level of education (bachelor’s
degree, master’s degree, and doctoral degree; (16)). Furthermore, participants were encouraged to share
all their ideas on perceived predictors of relapse in physical activity and dietary behavior, by responding to
the following focus statement: “A relapse in physical activity and/or dietary behavior is caused by...”. The
purpose of a focus statement is to give the brainstorm an area of focus, in order to address the primary
research question (12). Health practitioners were asked to address the focus statement on population
level, i.e. based on their professional experience, whereas the key population did this based on personal
experience. All collected ideas, hereafter referred to as statements, were used as input for a group
brainstorm during the on-site concept mapping session, which was facilitated by two researchers (ER
with MVS or WK). During the brainstorm participants were encouraged to come up with more statements
and clari�cation was asked for statements that were unclear, resulting in an extensive list of unique
statements per subgroup.

Step 3. Structuring of statements
Following the brainstorm during the on-site concept mapping session, participants structured the
statements by individually sorting the statements into piles of related statements, i.e. categories. To
complete this task, health practitioners used the online software program Ariadne (17), whereas the key
population received the statements on printed cards. Due to the settings of the software program, a
minimum of three and a maximum of ten categories were required, with at least two statements per
category. A miscellaneous category was prohibited. Participants were instructed to individually place
every statement in a category and name the categories. Subsequently, each participant individually rated
the importance of every statement on a 5-point Likert scale, ranging from very unimportant (1) to very
important (5), by answering the following question: “How important is each speci�c statement in
predicting a relapse in physical activity and/or dietary behavior?”.

The on-site concept mapping session of the health practitioners lasted 1.5 hour and the session of the
key population two hours. The difference in sorting and rating methods between stakeholder groups
(online vs print) was based on recommendations of the health practitioners, who believed the online
sorting of statements would be more comprehensible on paper. As participants came up with new
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statements during the brainstorm session, a portable label printer was used to print new cards for the key
population. For the health practitioners, all new statements were directly entered in the online software.
After the key population sessions, one of the researchers (ER) entered the data in Ariadne. Once entered in
Ariadne, data could no longer be traced back to individuals.

Step 4. Representation of statements
Using the Ariadne-software, the structured statements were per subgroup transformed into a matrix
representing the similarity between statements for each participant. A higher number signi�es a higher
conceptual similarity between ideas. All the individual matrices were then transformed into one matrix
representing all the individuals in that subgroup. This matrix was used as input for the Principal
Component Analysis (PCA), which translated the distance (i.e. correlations) between statements into
coordinates in a multi-dimensional space (18). The statements were further classi�ed by completing a
cluster analysis with the coordinates of the statements. These clusters were graphically presented in a
PCA plot. Statements that were closer to each other in the plot were sorted together more often (and vice
versa). Additionally, the mean importance for each statement and cluster was calculated.

Step 5. Interpretation of the maps
By default Ariadne computed eight clusters. The research team discussed if more or less clusters
represented participant’s statements better, by evaluating the coherence between statements in each
cluster. After de�ning the �nal number of clusters, each statement within a cluster was evaluated and
allocated to a perceived predictor (e.g. the statement “lack of motivation” was allocated to the perceived
predictor “motivation”). Subsequently, the research team named all clusters considering the names given
by the participants. Within the groups, each cluster represented multiple perceived predictors; therefore it
was not possible to do a group comparison on cluster level. Hence, we analyzed our results on predictor
level instead of cluster level, which is in accordance with former concept mapping literature (19). To do
so, the mean importance of each perceived predictor was calculated based on the overall mean
importance ratings of the underlying statements. A perceived predictor was indicated as ‘important’ when
the mean importance rating score was > 4.0.

Results

Participants
A total of 39 health practitioners participated in this study (39 women, Mage = 48.2 years, SDage = 9.9),
distributed over �ve groups, see Table 1. For the key population, 21 participants participated in this study
(18 women, Mage = 53.5 years, SDage = 8.9), distributed over three groups, see Table 1. For both
stakeholder groups saturation was reached, meaning no new statements came up during the last concept
mapping sessions.
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Table 1
Demographics and characteristics of health practitioners and the key population.

  Health practitioners

(N = 39)

Key population

(N = 21)

Gender (N)

Male

Female

0

39

3

18

Age (years)

Mean (SD)

48.2 (9.9) 53.5 (8.9)

Educational level (N)*

Low

Middle

High

3

12

24

3

13

5

Profession (N)

Dietitian

Weight loss consultant

Lifestyle coach

Other

14

19

5

1

-

-

-

-

*Low level of education: primary education and lower general secondary education; Middle level of
education: higher general secondary education, pre-university education, and secondary vocational
education; High level of education: bachelor’s degree, master’s degree, and doctoral degree.

Health practitioners
The subgroups of health practitioners produced between 66 and 79 unique statements, sorted in 38
different predictors, including 32 individual predictors and six environmental predictors, see
Supplementary �le 2. There were 17 recurrent (mentioned in all health practitioner groups) perceived
predictors of relapse in physical activity and dietary behavior: change in daily structure; stress; lack of
effective coping skills; habitual behavior; lack of self-e�cacy regarding losing weight; decrease in
motivation; lifestyle imbalance or experiencing a life event; lack of perseverance; negative emotional
state; non-supportive physical environment; goal disengagement; lack of social support; non-effective
weight loss strategy; obstructing beliefs about lifestyle change; abstinence violation effect; perceived
�nancial barriers; and perceived weather barriers.

Of the recurrent perceived predictors, �ve predictors were rated as important, i.e. mean rating > 4.0, by all
health practitioner groups: change in daily structure, stress, lack of effective coping skills, habitual
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behavior, and lack of self-e�cacy regarding losing weight.

Key population
The subgroups of the key population produced between 35 and 81 statements, sorted in 31 different
predictors, including 26 personal and �ve environmental predictors, see Supplementary �le 2. There were
13 recurrent (mentioned in all key population groups) perceived predictors of relapse in physical activity
and dietary behavior: obstructing beliefs about lifestyle change; negative emotional state; indulgence;
lack of knowledge; lifestyle imbalance or experiencing a life event; decrease in motivation; lack of
perseverance; physiological barriers; perceived time barriers; perceived weather barriers; tempting social
environment; lack of social support; and abstinence violation effect.

Of the recurrent perceived predictors, none were rated as important, i.e. mean rating > 4.0, by all key
population groups. The six recurrent perceived predictors with the highest rating scores (between 3.7 and
3.9) were: lifestyle imbalance or experiencing a life event, lack of perseverance, negative emotional state,
abstinence violation effect, decrease in motivation, and indulgence.

Discussion
With this concept mapping study we aimed to identify predictors of relapse in physical activity and
dietary behavior from the perspectives of health practitioners and the key population. The majority of
perceived predictors were mentioned by both health practitioners and the key population, and the great
majority of perceived predictors belonged to the individual domain. However, the predictors that were
rated as most important differed between the two groups of stakeholders. According to the health
practitioners, the important predictors were: change in daily structure, stress, lack of effective coping
skills, habitual behavior, and lack of self-e�cacy regarding losing weight. The key population groups
rated none of the recurrent perceived predictors as important (> 4.0), however recurrent perceived
predictors with the highest rating scores (between 3.7 and 3.9) were: lifestyle imbalance or experiencing a
life event, lack of perseverance, negative emotional state, abstinence violation effect, decrease in
motivation and indulgence.

The majority of our results is coherent with �ndings from quantitative relapse studies. A recent
systematic review of prospective studies on predictors of relapse in dietary behavior and physical activity
con�rmed self-e�cacy and coping skills as predictors (11). The abstinence violation effect has also been
con�rmed as predictor in the past (20–25). Besides, the majority of the perceived predictors rated as
most important are also covered in the Relapse Prevention Model (RPM) (4), including stress, lifestyle
imbalance or experiencing a life event, indulgence, negative emotional state, coping skills, self-e�cacy,
and the abstinence violation effect.

However, although covered in the RPM, for stress, negative emotional state, indulgence, and lifestyle
imbalance or experiencing a life event, who were rated as most important by our stakeholders, further
scienti�c evidence on their relation with relapse in physical activity and dietary behavior is lacking (11).
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Previous research on factors in�uencing (maintenance of) physical activity and dietary behavior may
provide some �rst indications. For example, recent reviews showed that stress impairs efforts to be
physically active, and stress and negative emotions unfavorably in�uences dietary behavior (26–29);
however, evidence for an association between negative emotions and physical activity remains
inconclusive (30, 31). Furthermore, indulgence has been associated with unhealthy eating behavior by
multiple studies, especially when the indulgence is justi�ed (“I worked so hard today, I deserve it”) (32,
33). Despite the indicated association between lifestyle imbalance and relapse according to the RPM,
studies assessing this potential association are, to our knowledge, currently lacking.

Although not part of the RPM, our stakeholders also indicated decrease in motivation, habitual behavior,
change of daily rhythm and lack of perseverance as most important perceived predictors. As again
scienti�c evidence on their association with relapse in physical activity and dietary behavior is lacking
(11), general theories on motivation and behavior change and research on factors in�uencing
(maintenance of) physical activity and dietary behavior may provide more insight. First, the self-
determination theory indicates intrinsic motivation as an important factor for behavior change
maintenance: behavior change is more likely to be maintained if the new behavior is perceived as
personally relevant and re�ects an individual's values (34). As most individuals start behavior change
attempts when their motivation is high, a decrease in motivation over time could lead to a relapse into
previous behavior (34). The association between intrinsic motivation and health behavior change has
been shown present in the area of physical activity and dietary behavior (35–37). Second, habits, de�ned
as a form of automaticity that is triggered by situational cues and enacted with little conscious
awareness, play an important role in people’s failure to adopt and maintain healthy behavior (38, 39).
Therefore, both breaking and creating habits are central to behavior change (39). Especially eating habits
are striking: research shows eating habits can be directly activated by environmental cues, without the
activation of preferences and goals (40, 41). The formation of new habits is triggered by stable features
in the environment (42); therefore, it may explain why a change in an individual’s daily rhythm, often
related to change of environment (e.g. going on holidays), can lead to a relapse into previous behavior.
Last, for perseverance, described as the continuation of a goal-directed action in spite of obstacles (43),
knowledge on the potential association with behavior change is currently lacking. More research is
recommended to con�rm the relation between these perceived predictors and relapse in physical activity
and dietary behavior.

Although the majority of perceived predictors were mentioned by both stakeholder groups, both groups
had somewhat different opinions. Different perceived predictors were rated as most important according
to the health practitioners, when compared to the key population. Also, a few perceived predictors were
mentioned by all practitioner groups, but not by the key population: change in daily structure, perceived
�nancial barriers, and habitual behavior. Vice versa, perceived predictors that were mentioned by all key
population groups, but not by the health practitioners were: tempting social environment, indulgence, and
lack of knowledge. The differences may be due to health practitioners basing their knowledge on their
experience with many clients, and therefore generate and rate statements on the average person (seeing
‘the bigger picture’). The key population may have generated and rated statements based on their own
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experiences, leaving more room for diversity. This emphasizes the importance of including multiple
stakeholders to gather diverse views and a more complete picture. Furthermore, results show that both
stakeholder groups predominantly rate individual factors as most important perceived predictors of
relapse. However, previous research indicates that environmental factors, such as an tempting
environment, also in�uence relapse (11). A possible explanation for this difference might be that
individuals do not know or like to admit that they are being in�uenced by their social or physical
environment. Also, the in�uence of the social or physical environment is often through individual factors
(e.g. not being able to cope with the social pressure at a party), which might make individual factors more
proximal and therefore easier to recall. It may also be that more individual factors are mentioned due to
the current stigma that overweight and obese individuals are to blame for their weight (44).

Strengths and limitations

Our study provides new insights into the predictors of relapse in physical activity and dietary behavior
from the perspective of key stakeholders, contributing to a more in-depth understanding of relapse by
means of personal perspectives and daily practice. The focus on both health practitioners and key
population perspectives is an important strength of this study, providing insight from multiple points of
view. Furthermore, the concept mapping method allows multiple points of view in each group of
stakeholders to be integrated whilst taking the relative importance of each statement into account, using
valid statistical methods (45). However, there are also some limitations worth mentioning. During the
sorting of the statements we noticed that both stakeholder groups found it challenging to start sorting the
statements into piles. This was mainly since they were not allowed to create more than 10 piles, due to
the settings of the software program. As the stakeholders identi�ed a wide range of predictors, it might
have been easier to place the statements into better �tting categories if they were allowed to create more
piles. Furthermore, as each cluster represented multiple perceived predictors, which appeared during the
interpretation of the maps, it seems that the data may have been too complex to base the results entirely
on an mathematical model. Therefore, expert opinion and existing theoretical categories were needed to
be able to analyze the results on a predictor level instead of cluster level. Last, a more diverse sample
would have been preferred: males were underrepresented and the majority of the key population had a
middle educational level.

Future research

Several recommendations for future research can be made. First, as we wanted to keep the generation of
statements feasible and non-confusing for the participants, we formulated one focus statement in which
the predictors of physical activity and dietary behavior were combined and no distinction between lapse
and relapse was made. Future research could investigate potential differences between the predictors of
relapse in physical activity and dietary behavior, and between lapse and relapse. Second, for several
predictors only studies that examined their association with general behavior change instead of relapse
have been conducted. Therefore, to examine whether the identi�ed perceived predictors indeed predict
relapse in physical activity and dietary behavior, a larger prospective study is recommended. We suggest
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an ecological momentary assessment (EMA) study to track experiences over time and get insight into the
process of behavior change, among which lapsing and relapsing (46). EMA has been proven useful in
measuring lapses and relapses in previous studies (47–52), and therefore provides an opportunity to
con�rm the perceived predictors as identi�ed in this study.

Practical implications

Although more research on the predictors of relapse in physical activity and dietary behavior is
recommended, careful implications for practice can be made. For example, the differences between
health practitioners and key population regarding the perceived predictors in relapse may provide an
opportunity to enhance lifestyle coaching, by ensuring it is patient-centered and tailored (53). Clients are
more likely to be satis�ed and follow advice on health behavior change when they feel they have been
heard and understood, and are given information they recognize as relevant to them (54). The identi�ed
predictors could be relevant for future weight loss interventions that combine evidence-based techniques
for altering relevant changeable predictors (e.g. effective coping skills) and coping with relevant non-
changeable predictors (e.g. experiencing a life event), to prevent relapse in physical activity and dietary
behavior. Planning coping responses on anticipated personal high risk situations helps an individual to
cope with di�cult situations, such as dealing with negative emotions or being tempted by their social or
physical environment (55). Coping planning has been showed as an e�cacious technique for promoting
health behavior change, especially when individuals are supported in forming coping plans (56).
Therefore, we recommend health practitioners to support their clients by helping to identify personal risk
situations and formulate corresponding coping plans.

Conclusion
To conclude, our study provides new insights into the predictors of relapse in physical activity and dietary
behavior identi�ed as relevant by health practitioners (i.e. change in daily structure, stress, lack of
effective coping skills, habitual behavior, and lack of self-e�cacy) as well as the key population (i.e.
lifestyle imbalance, experiencing a life event, lack of perseverance, negative emotional state, abstinence
violation effect, decrease in motivation and indulgence). Both stakeholder groups predominantly rated
individual factors as most the important perceived predictors of relapse. Our �nding that both groups
identi�ed some different predictors or differed in opinion regarding the importance of the perceived
predictors may provide an opportunity to enhance lifestyle coaching, by ensuring it is patient-centered
and tailored.

Abbreviations
RPM
Relapse Prevention Model
CBS
Central Bureau of Statistics Netherlands
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Figure 1

The concept mapping process. Adapted from “An introduction to concept mapping for program planning
and evaluation” by W. Trochim, 1989, Evaluation and Program Planning, 12, 1-16.
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